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ABSTRACT

This article examines the structural effects of platform certification on the supply of complementary products. Drawing on the exploratory case of mobile application markets, the article highlights the broader market effects of competing platforms and their certifications on a platform-based complementary product market. The case suggests that platform certifications influence market intermediation, entry barriers, and deployment fragmentation. We present these market effects in a conceptual model that can be applied to understand similar complementary product markets. As such, the article contributes to the literature on compatibility standards by emphasizing some of the complementary product market effects of employing certification in enhancing compatibility.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges resulting from complex, specialized information technology systems has been maintaining vertical compatibility, typically through compliance to a standard, while ensuring the development of a vibrant market of complementary goods. One tool used to foster compatibility is that of platforms, which are technology architectures composed of subsystems and interfaces between those subsystems and the external environment (Greenstein, 1998; Meyer & Seliger, 1998; West & Dedrick, 2000). The interfaces provide access to platform subsystem functionality that can be used to design complementary...
products. Standardized platform interfaces in that sense facilitate vertical compatibility between the product implementing the platform and the complementary product (Schmidt & Werle, 1998). However, without consistent interface implementation, compatibility can suffer (Egyedi & Dahanayake, 2003; Egyedi & Hudson, 2005). As vertical incompatibilities reduce complementary network externalities for the platform (Gandal, 1995; West & Dedrick, 2000), it is in the best interest of platform promulgators (firms or industry alliances that develop, promote, or support a particular platform) to ensure its “correct” implementation and use.

Extant literature has discussed various strategies to ensure compatibility, including standards certification, wherein products are assessed for conformance to a developed standard (see, for instance, Egyedi and van Wendel de Joode, 2003). Research has primarily investigated the strategic implications of compatibility certification for the standard promulgators and organizations directly involved in the implementation (Egyedi, 2001b; Rada, 1996), with little emphasis on how certification influences the market of complementary products. As complementary products contribute to the value of the platform and are often more closely aligned with end users, understanding these effects will have broad implications not only for suppliers of technology but for end users as well.

In this article, we explore the structural effects of platform certification (the conformance of a platform’s complementary product to the platform-sponsor-defined best practices in platform interface usage). In particular, we seek to answer the question: What are the structural effects of platform certification on a platform’s complementary product market? We examine these market effects using an exploratory case (Yin, 1994) of the mobile applications market, where multiple mobile computing platforms competing for dominance offer mobile application certification programs. The data for the case were gathered from 18 open-ended interviews with the top-management of mobile application vendors in the United States in the fall of 2005. These data were supplemented by several on-site interviews with the top-management team and certification program managers at a leading global certification intermediary in the summer of 2006. Further, the case is supported by secondary sources such as trade press articles and news released by various platform promulgators. Our analysis is exploratory in nature, and as such, the goal is to identify relationships in the case of mobile applications market, which can be more systematically investigated in the future.

The article is structured as follows. We first review the extant literature on compatibility standards, platforms, and certification. Subsequently, we present the case of mobile applications markets, wherein we first provide an overview of the market highlighting the prevalence of computing platforms, their implementations, and certifications. We then present some of the observed market effects of platform certification on the mobile applications market. The case is followed by the discussion of these effects, grounding them in the standards and information technology literature. Finally, we conclude with recommendations for future research.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Compatibility Standards and Platforms

While standards exist in various forms (David & Greenstein, 1990; David &